Ultimate Minecraft Secrets: An Unofficial Guide To Minecraft Tips, Tricks And Hints You May Not Know
Learn Some Really Fun and Awesome Minecraft Secrets, Tips, Tricks and Hints That You May Not Know

Would you like to know how to:- Create giant Minecraft Mobs and Monsters?
- Ride a Pig or Horse Upside down?
- Spawn a cute, but deadly killer bunny?
- Would you like to visit a secret Minecraft world no one knows about?

You can learn hundreds more fun, interesting and exciting tips and tricks like these, with this ultimate Guide to Minecraft Secrets.

Remember, with Minecraft, the more you know the more fun the game becomes. Also, the more tips you know the more you can dominate the game, and become a Minecraft pro... Or, the just the coolest person in the room. Get Your Copy Today!

**Synopsis**

***FULL COLOR EDITION*** (An Unofficial Minecraft BookÂ For Minecraft PC Version)

Learn Some Really Fun and Awesome Minecraft Secrets, Tips, Tricks and Hints That You May Not Know

Would you like to know how to:
- Create giant Minecraft Mobs and Monsters?
- Ride a Pig or Horse Upside down?
- Spawn a cute, but deadly killer bunny?
- Would you like to visit a secret Minecraft world no one knows about?

You can learn hundreds more fun, interesting and exciting tips and tricks like these, with this ultimate Guide to Minecraft Secrets.

Remember, with Minecraft, the more you know the more fun the game becomes. Also, the more tips you know the more you can dominate the game, and become a Minecraft pro... Or, the just the coolest person in the room. Get Your Copy Today!
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**Customer Reviews**

I actually bought this for my 50-Something Year Old Husband. He is a Closet Crafter... managing millions of dollars by day, mining by night. It’s his equivalent to relaxing with a glass of wine. He *might* fight our 8 year old for computer time to play... he *might* have gotten so tickled with himself when he figured out how to turn Zombies into Villagers, he *might* have multisheet Minecraft spreadsheets full of data, project du jour analyses and formulae for computing how many tracks he...
needs to build a track from one village to the next... but he will *never* admit to any of it. Neva! In fact, he will tell you he's "just helping our boy a bit and that's all." BUT. I may have gotten this book for him for Christmas this year and he *might* have squealed-stifled-by-a-manly-throat clearing every few minutes as he "uninterestedly" perused it and made notes on what he wanted to try out... I mean, his list of stuff for me to get at the store of course= beer, peanuts, baseball hat... yanno, Manly Stuff *eyeroll*. I adore seeing him completely relax as he fully engages himself in the game...watching our boy play it, I mean of course. He works hard and deserves a sublimination tool like this to check out, build stuff, kill other stuff. All very Man like activities... I keep telling him to make his own world and try it out... as I walked by him while writing this a few minutes ago, I noticed rainbow colored sheep (a tip from the book) and his avatar riding a pig (another tip from the book). He must have shared what he had read in the book with our boy... of course he did... Two Man-Sized Thumbs Up!

this book is the best source of tricks i have ever read. when i got this book i thought it would be another reapeat of stuff i already know. NOPE IT WAS AN AWESOME MINECRAFT BOOK

Great book but I knew a lot of the things in there. If I was just starting out in minecraft this book would be amazing!

This is a gift book for my soon to be 11 year old son (birthday Sept 15th). He’s not a big reader but he devours these. I understand that the content is exactly useful learning, but he’s learning to read. From a young age he was diagnosed with strabismus (lazy eyes) & needed surgery. He also had an issue with his speech due to his tongues e, and tubes in his ears at once at the age of TWO. It doesn’t help led him back but these books are great for a child’s who wouldn’t choose to read on his own. I’ll let him review when he receives it.

It is a good book for kids interested in Minecraft, but a preview would have benefited me better. The pages aren’t in high quality. It is centered Times New Romans text with a little image above it. 3 stars because the information in it is good.

Does contain many small Minecraft tips, some of which are pretty useful, but the quality of the book itself is questionable. Very little publisher or author information, and picture quality is not the best. Overall, it is an informative and useful guide.
No idea how this gets great reviews. This book is just sad. You are lucky if there are more than four sentences per page. Pages are mostly plain, white paper. Please don’t waste your time or money.

this book really helped me, but it only works with computer edition. I loved it! it tells you about lots of cool things like how to summon LIGHTNING and how to spawn a killer bunny and giant mobs! here are a few tricks I learned: /summon lightningbolt and /summon giant. -JD, 9 years old
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